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8D BEAUTIFUL GUANGXI GUILIN TOUR
Neway Travel Exclusive:4 Star Hotel+ No Optional Tour
Guilin Lijiang River,Yangshuo Rural Scenery，Longsheng Rice Terraces,
The Expression Sanjie Liu, cormorant fishing
New Scenery: Huangyao Ancient Town, Deqing Panlongxia Eco-tourism
Zone , Ancient Whaterwheel，Lavender
Departure Date:

Return :
Itinerary (TOUR CODE:KWL8H)

Date

SIN/GUANGZHOU/ZHAOQING

Day 01

Accommotation

CZ352 SINCAN 0800/1140

Panasula Hotel

Assemble at Changi International Airport for your flight to Guilin. Upon arrival,transfer to
Zhaoqing.After dinner,visit Qixingyan Music square and watch Laser musical fountain.

早：###

午：中式桌餐

晚：西江河鲜+裹蒸粽宴

Or similar
★★★★

Zhaoqing/Huangyao Ancient Town/Guilin Two River Four Lake（on walk）
/Golden and Silver Tower

Day 02

After breakfast, proceed to Huangyao Ancient Tow. Huangyao was first built during
the Wanli Period (1573-1620) of the Ming Dynasty.The family names of the
townspeople were mainly Huang and Yao, so the place became known as “Huangyao
Town.” Yet, despite that greater exposure, the venerable town remains peaceful, still
exuding a certain mystique. After that，return to Guilin,visit Rongshan Lake ,Golden
and Silver Tower.
早：中西自助早餐

午：中式桌餐

Guilin
Vienna Hotel
Or similar
★★★★

晚：桂林米粉宴

Guilin/Longsheng/Longsheng /Guilin

Day 03

In the morning,drive to Longsheng. Longsheng Rice Terraces known as the most amazing
terrace in China, the Longsheng Rice Terrace is 2 hours ride from Guilin. Construction of
the terraces began in the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), and continued until the early Qing
Dynasty (1644-1911) when construction was completed. "Where there is soil, there is a
terrace", it now covers an area of 66 square kilometers. After that, visit Zhuang and Yao
Minority tribes villages and some families if you like. Those ethnic girls dressed in their
own colors may have a demonstration on hair combing or singing and dancing upon
guests' request and gratuity. You will enjoy the beautiful terrace rice fields after getting to
the summit of Longji (Dragon's Backbone). Drive back to Guilin in the later afternoon.
早：中西自助早餐

Day 04

午：瑶寨农家餐

Guilin
Vienna Hotel
Or similar
★★★★

晚：中式桌餐

Guilin/Elephent Trunk Hill /Diecai Hill/Fubo Hill/Qixing
Park/Zhongshan Road Walk Street
After breakfast, visit the Elephant Trunk Hill, Fubo Hill. Elephant Trunk Hill is regarded as
the main symbolic landscape of Guilin. The shape of hill is just like huge elephant drinking

Guilin
Vienna Hotel
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water from the river with its trunk, so it is called Elephant Trunk Hill. About 2 kilometers from
Elephant Trunk Hill and above the western bank of Li River Scenery, there towers Fubo Hill,
another of Guilin's wonderfully scenic spots.After lunch, visit Diecai Hill there Standing on the
western bank of the famous Li River in the city center, the elegant Diecai Hill, composed of
four scenic peaks is one of the three renowned tourist attractions in the city of Guilin.Next to
Qixing Park(Seven Star Park). Located on the east bank of the Li River, the Seven Star Park is
the largest comprehensive park in Guilin with many types of scenery concentrated. Its name is
derived from the seven peaks, which are arrayed like the Big Dipper Constellation.After
dinner,go to Zhongshan Road street. Enjoy shopping.

早：中式早餐

午：中式桌餐

Or similar
★★★★

晚：中式桌餐

Guilin/Lijiang/Yangshuo/《The Expression Sanjie Liu》

Day 05

After breakfast,proceed to Zhujiang Pier. It takes four and a half hours to cruise from Guilin
to Yangshuo. The Li River is often referred to as a one-hundred-kilometer gallery. Green hills,
blue water, fresh bamboo and the reflections in the water have been captured in countless
Chinese traditional paintings. Have lunch on board and disembark in Yangshuo. Visit West
Street which is lined with old buildings, but also has a cosmopolitan modern feel. After
dinner,we will watch” The Impression Sanjie Liu”. It is the large-scale performance. This
performance expresses the beautiful scenery of the Li River，the colorful culture of the ethnic
groups in Guangxi and the brave imagination of the excellent artists in China，it is the first of
its kind the word.

早：中西自助早餐

午：船上简单午餐

Yangshuo
Lijiang Hotel
Or similar
★★★★

晚：阳朔啤酒鱼宴

Yangshuo/Yinziyan(Silver Cave)/Rural Scenery/cormorant
fishing/Deqing/Song Street/Hotel

Day 06

After breakfast,visit Yinziyan(Silver Cave). The caves in Guilin have a lot and most of the
sceneries inside are nearly the same, but when you visit silver cave (or Yinzi Cave), you will be
greatly impressed by its high hollow sky, deep underground river, impending waterfall and
dense stalagmite, all these kinds of wonderful sights will make you acclaim:"The silver cave is
really a fairyland, it is one of the best scenic caves in China".We will view the Rural Scenery
on the way.In the afternoon, You will also to see cormorant fishing, an unique way to catch
fish.Next coach to Deqing.After dinner, shopping in the Song Street. It is a famous ancient
street.

早：中西自助早餐

午：中式桌餐

Deqing
Holiday Inn
Hotel Taoranju
Or similar
★★★★

晚：德庆农家宴

Deqing/Panlongxia Eco-tourism Zone /Guangzhou

Day 07

After breakfast, we will go to visit Panlongxia Eco-tourism Zone.The eco-tourism area
features mountains, streams and forests, the Warriors River Rafting, waterfall tour and a
lavender hotel.Next coach to Guangzhou.

Guangzhou
Rosedale Hotel
Or similar
★★★★

早：中西自助早餐

午：中式桌餐

晚：广州烧鹅宴

Guangzhou/Main Venue of Guangzhou Asian Games /Huacheng Squre/SIN
Day 08

CZ3039 CANSIN 1250/1645
After breakfast,visit The main Venue of Guangzhou Asian Games【Haixinsha Park】and
【Huacheng Square】,util transfer to airport return to Singapore.
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早： 中西自助早餐

午：###

晚：###

Tour Fare(GV16)
$1198(TWN/TRP), $1498(SINGLE), $1088(CHD WITH BED), $988(CHD NO BED)
Airport Taxes: $280/Pax-by CZ,$370/Pax-by SQ (Subject to change)
Remark：
Include:
1. 7N local 4 star hotel. Coach (30 Seats).
2. Meal as itinerary.
3. Entrance ticket as itinerary.
4. Shopping Stop：Baoshutang, Silk, Tea, Kitchenware
5. The sequence of the itinerary is subjected to change in accordance to the arrangement based on the local
agency.

Exclude:
Tipping: SGD5(or RMB25) per person per pay. Children is the same.
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